
ALTERNATIVE DIET REQUEST FORM 

Seabeck Conference Center desires to meet the needs of all our guests. Our goal is to provide a healthy and satisfying 
dining experience for everyone. Guests with a variety of food issues are encouraged to bring supplemental food that may 
be stored in the dining room refrigerator and warmed in the microwave. There are also many options on the salad bar at 
every lunch and dinner.  
 
Food waste is priority at Seabeck. When a guest requests one of the special diets we accommodate, it is prepared for that 
person at each meal. If they do not use the card at mealtime the food is thrown away. Please encourage your group to only 
request a meal card if they will be using it. Last minute request might not be able to be accommodated until the next meal. 
 

We offer ONLY the following alternative diet requests or a combination of these: 

Vegetarian, Vegan, Non-Celiac Gluten Free, Dairy Free or a Combination of These 
We are a nut-free facility, but cannot guarantee that processed foods have not been 

produced in a nut-free environment. We do not accommodate allergies or medically necessary diet requests. 
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Group Alternative Diets 
Alternative group dietary needs such as vegetarian meals and sack lunches are available with advance notice.  
  
□ All Vegetarian Menu     □ All No Red Meat               □ Other:  ________________________________________  

□ Sack Lunches Date: _____________________   Time: __________   How Many: ___________________ 

Group Name:   

Dates at Seabeck:   

Meeting Room:   
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